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the tarneeb game is one of the games that appeared in the arab
arena, especially in the countries of the middle east and the levant,

and uses only one intensity, and is usually played by two teams,
and each team has two players who meet together, and you can

play alone, that is, each person is alone from three players.
however, it is rare to play, and it is inspired by many other arab
games that are played with these cards, and it originated in the

levant, specifically in syria, lebanon, jordan, and palestine, and the
game has flourished since the beginning of the early eighteenth

century. egypt the challenges of managing post-conflict peace and
security in west africa: an interdisciplinary case study of burkinabé

security forces and the ivorian security network / ali hassan. in:
security studies : a journal of the european security association,
number 5 (2020), pages 240-259. ascsubjectheadings: africa ;
burkina faso ; general ; peace ; security ; west africa ; algeria

general studies / jean michel auzanne: history of france (1820-1946)
/ an encyclopedia of general knowledge, by auzanne paris. in:
encyclopedia of general knowledge, by auzanne paris (2003).
htmlsubjectheadings: general ; history ; france an annotated

bibliography of articles on algeria in french language scholarly
journals from 1986 to 1999 / ali sarraf. in: journal of social and

political history of the maghreb, number 2 (2006), pages 233-254.
ascsubjectheadings: africa ; history ; history of france ;

mediterranean, middle east ; maghreb
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the purpose of this study is to investigate the use of motherhood in
contemporary nigerian literature, with particular focus on how
motherhood is constructed as a metonym for nationhood, as a

representation for emancipation and its applicability to other forms
of cultural production. the use of motherhood in a specific cultural

milieu (the african hausa belt) is examined as a function of the
writer's gender, generation and location in order to look for a

pattern in the transformation of the maternal relation in
contemporary nigerian literature. the research method employed is
literary studies method. the sources and methods of information are

from literary journals and book chapters. this paper will show the
nature and appearance of motherhood in three kinds of literature:
short stories, non-fiction and fiction. the main methodological issue
addressed is the concept of identity, especially women's identity, in
contemporary nigerian literature. keywords: gender ; motherhood ;

african literature ; hausa literature they're called jokers because
they are unpredictable, and that's what makes them such fun to
play, but using the cards can be a little tricky. your first thought

might be to put the cards facedown on the table, but keep in mind
that it can be tricky to look at all 52 cards at once and make sense

of them, and that's where a joker can help. one of the most common
approaches is to turn the cards over one at a time, keeping track of

what you already know, and trying to turn over the lowest-
numbered card. but, that can become a bit tricky as well, as you
may learn the joker is actually the highest-numbered card in the
deck. and if all the cards are faceup and you decide the lowest-

numbered card is the joker, what does that mean for the rest of the
deck? what is the joker? in ordinary card games, it's a particularly

unlucky card that provides a bit of extra unpredictability, although it
may be part of the dealer's stack. 5ec8ef588b
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